Introduction to Manangos
Manangos is a non-profit project that aims to create a
safe environment for crypto beginners to learn and
explore within the cryptocurrency marketspace. For the
team and community, Manangos provides an opportunity
to join a crypto project that is exciting and educational
with tremendous utility. The token is currently available on
both the Stellar and Vite blockchains, and it includes
utilities such as staking, token swap and play-to-earn
functionality.
This premier stone-fruit cryptocurrency is built on the
Stellar Blockchain. Confidence is guaranteed with the
convenience, interoperability, and expeditiousness that
Manangos provides! The token is an humble offshoot of
Ananos, which is an offshoot of Banano, which itself is a
fork of Nano.
Yes, Manangos is a "fork of the fork of another fork," a
tongue-in-cheek reference to Ananos, which in turn is
based off of Banano, a fork of the cryptocoin, Nano. The
fork of the fork of another fork, never tasted so good. This
high powered stone fruit cryptocurrency is rich in vitamin
C and folate.
Just hang out and share your favourite memes with a fun
community of like-minded fruit junkies.
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$MANGO Token
The $Mango token was launched in November 2021 as the
first component of the Manangos ecosystem. Although this
token was intended to have a much smaller supply of
approximately 55.9 million tokens (equivalent to the world
output of mangos in 2019, in tons, with the main
producers being India, Indonesia, China, Mexico, Pakistan,
and Brazil), as depicted in the map below, the token was
eventually created with a total supply of slightly more than
52 billion tokens (with a multiplier of 103 times the initial
plan)
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The Manangos Ecosystem
Faucets & Airdrops
The Manangos token has a web faucet that pays out a
random amount of $MANGO, between 250 and 500, to
individual wallets once every 24 hours. Faucets are free
and secure methods of receiving cryptocurrency. To receive
Manangos, simply copy and paste your public wallet
address into the empty field and solve the captcha. The
links for facets are provided in this document's "Links"
section.
Members of the Discord server also receive $MANGO
airdrops twice a month, in addition to the server's
occasional airdrops and giveaways.

Community
Manangos is aiming to create a safe environment for
crypto beginners. A community in which everyone,
regardless of their diverse backgrounds, feels a sense of
belonging and respect.

Community members in the discord server are provided
with numerous channels to interact with one another and
also with the server bots. Features of the server include:
– Crypto Exchange Bots and Trading
– NFT Auction House
– Contest Events
– Gaming Corner and
– Mangoverse
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Tokenomics
The total supply of $MANGO is 52,000,069,420 tokens and all
tokens have been minted. No more $MANGO will ever be
created.

Fund Raising
& Project
Expansion

Token Distribution

Public
Distribution
Public Distribution
As a project built for the community, a significant portion
of the total supply (80%) is reserved for public
distribution
▪ 60% of the total supply will be distributed through
airdrops, staking rewards, and other community
activities or opportunities
▪ 20% of the total distribution will be distributed through
games and other events organized within the
community
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Manangos Team

Smoothie
Founder &
Treasurer

Remarkablemayonaise
Mayo Engineer &
Top MOD

TheDave
Sr. Treasury Sec.

Shyzence
Graphic Design
Artist

Ketsuban
Graphic Design
Artist

MrNoSock
Dev Team

Imalfect
Dev Team

Drelor
Dev Team

Pocket
Mango Police

Doomsy
Mango Police

FelaFemi
Mango Police
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Road Map

Launch Phase

- Website launch
- Vitex listing
- Memes and emoji
development

Current Phase

- Monthly airdrop in Discord
server
- Tipbot hosting in Discord
- Mango Staking
https://stake.vitc.org/
- Additional Manangos Faucet
(Vite)

Future Plans

- Get listed on an exchange
coingecko etc.
- More Liquidity Stellar/Vite
Pairs including $Aqua
- Stellar Discord Tipbot
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Links
Social Media:
Website: https://manangos2.tk/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Manangos2
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/Manangos/
Discord: https://discord.gg/pmfZfbkUJp
Telegram: http://t.me/joinchat/hY_Xh2Wc5C4xY2Nh
Medium: https://medium.com/@manangoscoin

Faucets:
We have a multiple 🆓 faucets and a Play-to-Earn video
game.
– https://givemefruit.com/
– https://getmango.cc/
– https://feedmeananos.co/manangos

Other Links:
Blockchain Scanner:
https://stellar.expert/explorer/public/asset/ManangosGD7G6ZAUGH2CGO3LIJO5JDVGSNAHKDIQO6GXDNE
WD2N2JI7EUKI4ZYJL
NFT Wallet:
https://wax.atomichub.io/explorer/collection/manangosc
oin
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Disclaimer
Investing in $MANGO, like any other cryptocurrency or
form of investment, poses the risk of losing money over
time. Keep in mind that cryptocurrencies can be a highrisk, volatile investment.
By moving forward with the purchase of $MANGO, it is
assumed that you are aware of the risks and accept that
there is no assurance that all of the objectives outlined in
this whitepaper will be achieved in the manner and by the
specific deadline specified.
Before making any financial decision regarding this
project, conduct your own research (DYOR) or seek
advice from your financial advisor.

